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Basin Roundtable Project Exploration Committee: Flaming Gorge 
March 27, 2012 – The Hotel Denver in Glenwood Springs 

Meeting Summary  
 
 
Attendees 
Gary Barber 
Janet Bell 
Dan Birch 
Rick Brinkman 
T. Wright Dickinson 
Reed Dils 
Eric Hecox 
Betty Konarski 

Gene Manuello 
Kevin McBride 
Tim Murrell 
Ken Neubecker 
Ann Oliver 
Mel Rettig 
Ken Spann 
Bob Streeter 

Kai Turner 
Carl Trick 
Chuck Wanner 
Bruce Whitehead 
Eric Wilkinson 
Jim Yahn

 
Facilitation Team 
Heather Bergman and Mikaela Gregg, Peak Facilitation 
 
Members of the public were also in attendance. 
 
Meeting Objectives 

• Gain better understanding of State efforts related to water availability and risk 
• Gain better understanding of Compact entitlement, compliance, and associated issues 
• Learn about two proposed Flaming Gorge projects 
• Review roundtable suggestions and revise the preliminary list of interests and issues 
• Agree on informational needs for next meeting 

 
Introductions and Agenda Review  
Facilitator Heather Bergman briefly outlined the meeting agenda and objectives.  There were several new 
Committee members in attendance; the Committee took some time to introduce themselves and get to 
know each other. 
 
Public Comment 
Members of the public did not have comments at this time. 
 
State of Colorado Efforts (Eric Hecox, Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB)) 
Eric Hecox provided an overview of State efforts related to water supply availability and how these 
efforts, including that of the Basin Roundtable Project Exploration Committee, “fit together” in support of 
an overarching statewide water planning initiative.  Highlights from this presentation are outlined below. 
 
Relevant State efforts include: 

• Basin roundtable (BRT) scenario planning and portfolio development to analyze future (2050) 
water demands, needs, and supply in connection with the development of a state water plan; 
scenario planning and the portfolios incorporate various methods and projects to address all 
aspects of water planning (i.e., agriculture, conservation, new supply, nonconsumptive needs, and 
identified projects and processes (IPPs) 

• New supply development strategies in State Water Supply Initiative (SWSI) 2010  
o SWSI focused on evaluating incremental, legal entitlements for the Colorado River in 

terms of water availability and life-cycle unit costs.  In addition, the study looked at 
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various concepts for projects and methods that could be applied as a possible new supply 
development strategy.    

o A Flaming Gorge project could serve as one of the possible projects applied within the 
broader framework of portfolio development.  Further analysis of the issues and interests 
by the Committee directly connects with future scenario planning efforts.  

• Scenario planning and portfolio development next steps 
o Following the Basin Roundtable Summit, roundtables will work to complete their 

portfolios by the end of April.  CWCB staff will then summarize the BRTs’ portfolio 
work and provide the IBCC with a summary of scenario information to review and 
discuss at the May IBCC meeting.   

o The IBCC will work to identify commonalities across the portfolios and build several 
scenarios in order to begin to work through an adaptive management framework for 
addressing the scenarios.   

o A Flaming Gorge project fits in as a possible East Slope project in the Colorado River 
system as a mode for developing a scenario with a mix of West Slope and East Slope new 
supply. 

 
Discussion 
 
How is “appropriate” defined in terms of the SWSI analysis of appropriate increments? 
SWSI 2010 did not attempt to comprehensively analyze how much water Colorado has left to develop; 
rather it analyzed whether the ranges being considered (100,000 acre-feet and 250,000 acre-feet) for new 
water supply development were reasonable.  SWSI 2010 looked at the legal entitlement under the 
Colorado River Compact, water availability in Colorado, what other states were considering available, 
and current uses in order to determine whether these were reasonable ranges and concluded that they are. 
 
How was the cost effectiveness of the possible new supply projects addressed in the SWSI study?  
SWSI used information available for new supply projects (including Flaming Gorge) and compared these 
projects using similar assumptions through a comparative analysis.  The study also looked at the 
feasibility of development of a series of smaller projects to compare with the larger new supply projects 
(for the most part, this option was determined not to be realistically feasible). 
 
Who led the SWSI project? 
CWCB led the effort but also sought feedback from stakeholders and the public, which was incorporated 
into the study.  It was this feedback that led to the analysis of a series of small new supply projects. 
 
There is concern that the basin roundtable and IBCC portfolio process will select a portfolio that does 
not address the full mix of possibilities and scenarios demonstrated throughout all the portfolios, and it 
will therefore not facilitate analysis of the specific details surrounding the various project options. 
There are a fair number of similarities between portfolios that address the same supply/demand scenario.  
It seems likely that the IBCC will be able to identify or develop a portfolio in each supply/demand 
scenario.  Each part of the portfolio will need the identification of a specific project or element (such as 
Flaming Gorge or some other project for new supply, conservation BMPs for conservation, etc.) in order 
to implement it. 
 
There is concern that none of the portfolios developed by the BRTs have gained full consensus from 
roundtable members.  Will the IBCC or BRTs reach consensus regarding the portfolios? How can the 
portfolios be used to facilitate a proponent wanting to move a project (like Flaming Gorge) forward? 
There are a fair number of similarities between portfolios that address the same supply/demand scenario.  
It seems likely that the IBCC will be able to identify or develop a portfolio in each supply/demand 
scenario that represents all the commonalities.  There may be various pieces within those scenarios that 
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would need the identification of a specific project or element (such as Flaming Gorge) even if it is not a 
common element. 
 
Additional Comments 
• There is concern that the information from SWSI provides a conceptual foundation to discuss 

possible projects but it does not provide a realistic yield from which to specifically and effectively 
analyze projects. 

• There is a need for elements that cannot be analyzed with the Portfolio Tool--such as nonconsumptive 
needs--to be included in the analysis of commonalities and in the scenario planning process. 

 
 
Perspectives on Compact Entitlement, Compact Compliance, and Associated Risks and Issues 
CWCB Director Jennifer Gimbel provided the Committee with a presentation that addressed the State’s 
perspective on Colorado Compact entitlements, Compact compliance, and associated risks and issues.  
Highlights from this presentation are outlined below. 
 
Colorado River Allocations 

• It is not just Colorado that is affected by the Compact.  The Compact speaks about the Upper 
Basin (not the individual states).  Consequently, any conversation about managing risks must 
include New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming.   

• The states of the Upper Basin (including Colorado) may not cause the flow of the river at Lee 
Ferry (at Lake Powell in Utah) to be depleted below an aggregate of 75,000,000 acre-feet for any 
period of ten consecutive years. 

• Mexico’s water rights must be supplied first from the waters that are at a surplus and “if such 
surplus shall prove insufficient for this purpose, then the burden of such deficiency shall be 
equally borne by the Upper Basin and the Lower Basin, and whenever necessary the States of the 
Upper Basin shall deliver at Lee Ferry water to supply one-half of the deficiency…” 

 
2007 Interim Guidelines 

• One of the ways the seven basin states decided to manage risk was with the development of the 
2007 Guidelines from which to operate the Colorado River until 2026.  While these guidelines are 
in place, there is no need for a Compact call.  However, while the state is protected from a 
Compact call, it is possible for water supply shortages to occur.  The water level in Lake Powell 
determines whether or not there is enough water to release into Lake Mead for use by the Lower 
Basin states.  If Lake Mead is in a shortage, the Lower Basin states have a criterion for sharing 
the decreased water supply.   

• The Upper Basin obligation is to not deplete flows of the Colorado River to less than 75 million 
acre-feet over 10 years (rolling average). Currently, the Upper Basin is easily meeting this 
requirement with an average of 15 million acre-feet in excess. This ten-year provision provides 
the Upper Basin states with time to determine whether or not a crisis is imminent.  This provision 
provides a buffer that allows the state to see trouble years before there may be problems. There 
are also storage facilities in place in the Upper Basin states and reservoirs throughout Colorado 
that help with supply management and protect against a Compact call. 

 
Storage 
More/better risk management equates to the need for storage.  Above Lee Ferry, in the Colorado 
mainstem reservoirs including Lake Powell, we presently have more than 20.9 million acre-feet of water 
in storage with a total capacity of 31.0 million acre-feet.  This storage volume does not include:  Green 
Mountain Reservoir, Animas-La Plata Reservoir, Taylor Park Reservoir, Vallecito Reservoir, and many 
other smaller federal and non-federal reservoirs. 
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State Risk Management Strategies 
Studies 

• Colorado River Basin Study (basin-wide strategies) 
Colorado River Compact Compliance Study (Colorado-only legal and technical analysis) 

• Colorado River Water Availability Study (technical work) 
Strategies 

• Discussions with other Upper Basin states 
• Portfolio and scenario development 
• Alternatives to agricultural transfers 
• Water Banking Work Group 
• Aspinall Unit - Arkansas and Gunnison Roundtable work 
• State acquisition of water for Compact purposes 

 
Discussion 
 
Is it possible to develop/provide storage to capture greater flows?  Shouldn’t the next step for the State 
be to determine the most realistic sites for additional storage? 
If there had been greater storage capacity over the last few years, there would have been greater capacity 
for the state to store water during times of excess. 
 
Does the State have the ability to bond/fund a storage facility? 
The State does not have bonding authority.  An agency such as the Water and Power Authority would 
have the authority to bond. 
 
Additional Comments 

• It is important to recognize that the state has a number of defense mechanisms should the Lower 
Basin make a call. 

• The water banking program and the Compact compliance studies are currently addressing issues 
surrounding tabulation of the yield of the river and manmade depletion.  

• Pre-Compact water rights are sacred under the Compact and will not be affected by a Compact 
call. 

• There is a need to address issues such as the effects of potential increases in weather temperature 
(climate change) on water demands and future supply/demand scenarios based on varying climate 
factors. 

• There is a need to consider tipping points, i.e., what will make us more vulnerable to a call.  
While Colorado has a majority of the water in the state, it also has a high level of obligation to 
provide to others. 

• It is important to look at long-term risk management in order to ensure there is never a Compact 
call.  Delivery obligations must always be met.  There is a need to look at how much storage is 
necessary to ensure that shortages and a Compact all are never an issue. 

 
 

Project Proponent Presentation: Colorado Wyoming Coalition (Frank Jaeger and Bruce Lytle) 
Flaming Gorge project proponent Frank Jaeger, with assistance from Bruce Lytle, provided the 
Committee with a presentation outlining the concepts specific to their project proposal.  In preparation for 
the presentations, the Committee developed a list of specific questions that they wanted addressed during 
the project proponent presentation.  The following section outlines the Committee questions and the 
answers provided by the Colorado Wyoming Coalition. 
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1. What is the diversion point? 
• East side of the Flaming Gorge Reservoir 
• Flow recommendations will divide the Green River below Flaming Gorge Dam into three 

distinct reaches: 1) Flaming Gorge Dam to Yampa River confluence, 2) Yampa River 
Confluence to White River confluence, 3) White River confluence to confluence of the Green 
River and Colorado River 

• Five hydrologic classifications (wet, moderately wet, average, moderately dry, and dry) were 
included in the analysis 
 

2. How much water will be diverted? 
Based on predicted needs of Coalition participants, the total demand is currently estimated at 107,139 
acre-feet per year. 

 
3. What storage will be necessary?  Where will storage occur? 

• Wyoming: Seminoe Reservoir (15,700 acre-feet), Cheyenne Mountain Reservoirs (69,340 
acre-feet) 

• Colorado: Rueter-Hess Reservoir (72,000 acre-feet) 
• Total storage is 157,000 acre-feet 

 
4. To whom will the water be delivered? 

• Total population served is 569,000 
Colorado 

• Pikes Peak Regional Water Authority 
• Douglas County Colorado (rural) 
• Parker Water and Sanitation District 
• South Metro Water Supply Authority 
• Town of Castle Rock 

Wyoming 
• City of Cheyenne 
• City of Torrington 
• Laramie County 

 
5. What is the path of the pipeline? 

From the Flaming Gorge Reservoir along the I-80 corridor to Laramie, Wyoming, then into Colorado 
along the 287 corridor, feeding into the Rueter-Hess Reservoir (with alternate alignment options in 
the Denver Metro area) 

 
6. What are the anticipated energy requirements to operate the project? How much energy is 

anticipated to be generated? 
Preliminary models estimate an energy requirement of 534 million kilowatts per year with a 
hydropower offset production of 179 million kilowatts per year (33%). 

 
7. How will the project be financed 

Coalition members 
 

8. What are the anticipated impacts to ratepayers 
Coalition members will determine their respective distributions of their costs to ratepayers.  
 

9. What technical, financial, and environmental analyses have been done to date? What analyses are 
anticipated in the future? 
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• The project is currently waiting for the results of the feasibility investigation with the U.S 
Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) Upper Colorado Regional Office and BOR’s Colorado River 
System model. 

• Assuming a favorable outcome from the feasibility study and State support for project use of 
Compact water supplies, future studies would include the analysis required by the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and permitting under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 

• Project costs and financing will be assessed by the Coalition. 
 

10. Where is the project in the federal permitting process? Which federal agencies are involved and 
how? 
The project is not in a federal permitting process.  The decision to proceed with permitting will be 
based on the outcome of the feasibility study. 
 

11. How do the project proponents intend to address the issue of risk of Compact curtailment? 
• The project seeks to gain the State’s support to use Wyoming and Colorado Compact water 

and work within rightful and legal allocations. 
• The project will apply modeled firm and variable yields that consider Compact entitlements. 
• The project will simulate water needs in time and amount. 

 
12. How will the project operate in the context of other vested water rights and uses in the Colorado 

Basin in Colorado?  In the case of a curtailment, will the project be junior or senior to other 
perfected uses? 

• The project will have a junior water right. 
• The project will have the ability to leverage current carryover storage in Coalition storage 

space to protect against potential curtailment. 
 

13. What environmental/recreational concerns are you currently aware of and how do you plan to 
mitigate such concerns? 

• Environmental issues downstream on the Green River are a concern.  These issues were 
addressed with the 2006 EIS and the BOR coordination of environmental and power releases 
from Flaming Gorge.  The project will fully comply with the flow requirements in the Record 
of Decision. 

• Recreational and aquatic concerns include impacts/changes to reservoir levels.  The project 
plans to use variable yields to minimize impacts to the reservoir (a previous study indicated 
water level changes of a maximum of 3-6 feet with a firm diversion of 140,000 acre-feet). 

• Pipeline crossing points are another environmental concern; however, this will be evaluated 
in the NEPA process and is not expected to be a significant issue. 

 
14. How are you dealing with potential changes in flows/storage due to climate change – some of 

which has already been observed (melting glaciers as an example)? 
• Use Reclamation Colorado River System model 
• Model firm and variable yields considering environmental and power flows and climate 

change 
• Develop need for storage based on differences in supply and demand  

 
 
Discussion 
 
Will maximum reuse be required of all participants? 
Maximum reuse will be required down the line. All the Colorado participants are currently reusing water.   
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There seems to be a need for additional storage.  Has this been discussed with the participants in order 
to leverage current systems? 
The amount of storage required will depend on the variability determined in the BOR study.  Cheyenne 
has a series of storage facilities that could be leveraged by the project.  There has been discussion with the 
participants about using the storage system within the various receiving areas. 
 
There is a need to recognize water in wet and dry cycles.  What types of elements will the feasibility 
study look at in terms of variability?  
The project will use the BOR model to look at the predicted withdrawal, if the determination can be 
satisfied, and if not, what is needed in carry-over storage, how long it will need to be carried over, and 
what the storage needs will be.  It is the hope that various simulations will be used to determine the 
variability as well as to address the environmental and recreational sensitivities.  The project will also 
factor in conjunctive use of the Denver Basin aquifer as a fallback mechanism.  The overall attitude of the 
Coalition is to be as conservative as possible with how water is used. 
 
Will the project work with current storage capacities or is there a need for reservoir enlargements? 
Currently, the reservoirs that would be used for this project are being used for other projects; there will be 
a need for analysis of these facilities in order to determine the quantity of storage available for this 
project. 
 
Will there be need for an additional environmental assessment and or EIS? 
The 2006 NEPA assessment is serving as the foundation for addressing environmental concerns and will 
be a part of the model, but there may be other assessments needed as the project advances and additional 
issues arise. 
 
Are there plans for an economic analysis of the downstream fishery? 
Such an analysis is not part of the feasibility study but it will likely be addressed later in the process.  
Water availability and the project cost are the current key concerns before moving forward.  The fishery 
analysis is an EIS issue. 
 
It was stated that the project will have a junior water right.  Does this mean that all use of Colorado 
River water by the project would be shut off in the event of a Compact call or curtailment?  What does 
a junior water right mean for project operations? 
The Coalition has discussed that it would be willing to be curtailed as a junior priority in the event of a 
Compact curtailment.  While there has not been a final determination, there seems to be a willingness to 
discuss this issue and come to an understanding between both states.  If there is a Compact curtailment, 
the project has the ability to use Denver Basin supplies and carry-over storage.  These issues will be 
addressed in the feasibility study.  Contingency policies will be built into the BOR’s yield. 
 
If the BOR says there is more water available, would the project consider taking the maximum amount 
available rather than just what is needed?  
The quantity of water diverted is based on meeting the needs of the Coalition.  If other stakeholders were 
to join the Coalition, this would increase the need. 
 
 
 
Will the project have its own water rights or would it operate within a water supply contract? 
There is a need to create an agreement to work together under the laws of both states.  BOR will serve as 
the lead agent.  If there is legislation that needs to be passed that will be addressed.  Water right issues for 
the state of Wyoming are unknown at this time. 
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Will there be an application for a BOR contract? 
Yes. 
 
How will you address the details of a Colorado River Storage Project (CRSP) contract? 
The project is not at a point to be able to address this issue at this time. 
 
What price for water is being used for the cost estimates? 
The amount is uncertain at this time but there seems to be a general estimate of $40-$80 per acre-foot. 
 
Are you going to abide by Colorado water law?  
The project will work with the State of Colorado to build a project that will meet Colorado’s needs and fit 
this project into the state’s obligations. 
 
Has BOR said you need a water supply contract or could you use a water right in Wyoming and get a 
license to divert at Flaming Gorge? 
This information has not yet been received. 
 
Is there the possibility that this project may not operate within Colorado water rights? 
It is a possibility.  The project will need to be able to operate under water laws for both Wyoming and 
Colorado.  The project is not looking to circumvent either state’s processes or rights. 
 
How much additional water would be needed to avoid the need to use carry-over supplies and Denver 
Basin water? 
The BOR assessment will determine this.  Regional renewable capability will reduce the demand. 
 
Will water be available for meeting environmental needs? 
This information is not included in the feasibility study. 
 
What is the predicted timeline for the feasibility study? 
The feasibility study should be completed within a couple months after receiving the BOR study. 
 
 
Wyco Power and Water—Regional Watershed Supply Project 
Flaming Gorge project proponent Aaron Million provided the Committee with a presentation outlining 
the concepts specific to their project proposal.  In preparation for the presentations, the Committee 
developed a list of specific questions that they wanted addressed during the project proponent 
presentation.  The following section outlines the Committee questions and the answers provided by Wyco 
Power and Water. 
 
1. What is the diversion point? 

• There are two surveyed diversion points, both of which have been filed with the Wyoming 
State Engineer with a December 2007 priority date:  

o On the Green River below the town of Green River, WY and the legal boundary of 
the reservoir (West side)  

o In Flaming Gorge Reservoir below the Black’s Fork (West side)   
• The two diversion points allow for withdrawals to be tailored for flow regimes and storage 

requirements in the Green River and Flaming Gorge.  
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2. How much water will be diverted? 
Total filing is for 250,000 acre-feet. The project size will not likely exceed 200,000 acre-feet for both 
Wyoming and Colorado interests. 

 
3. What storage will be necessary?  Where will storage occur? 

• Flaming Gorge at 3.8 million acre-feet 
• Lake Hattie at 65,000 acre-feet 
• Cactus Hill proposed reservoir at 178,000 acre-feet 
• T-Cross Ranch proposed reservoir at 30,000 acre-feet 

 
4. To whom will the water be delivered? 

The project has letters of interest from municipal, industrial, and agricultural interests in Wyoming 
and Colorado for 358,500 acre-feet.  
 

Potential Recipient Quantity 
(acre-feet) 

Douglas County 40,000 
Fort Collins-Loveland Water District 5,000 
City of Brighton 12,000 
North Sterling Irrigation District 25,000 
Prewitt Operating Committee-Logan Irrigation District, Iliff Irrigation District and 
Morgan Prewitt Reservoir Company 

10,000 

Larimer and Weld Irrigation Company 20,000 
Windsor Reservoir and Canal Company 10,000 
Woodmoor Water & Sanitation District 3,000 
T-Cross Ranches/Norris Cattle, Inc. 20,000 
East Larimer County Water District 5,000 
Penly Water Company, LLC 10,000 
Lower South Platte Water Conservancy District 35,000 
Central Colorado Water Conservancy District -Well Augmentation Subdistrict 50,000 
Central Colorado Water Conservancy District - Groundwater Management Subdistrict 50,000 
Central Colorado Water Conservancy District 50,000 
Lake Hattie 8,000 
Cheyenne 5,500 
Torrington 13,500 

 
5. What is the path of the pipeline? 

The project anticipates a 578-mile pipeline from the Green River at Flaming Gorge along the I-80 
Federal energy corridor to Pueblo, Colorado and will follow existing pipeline and transmission 
corridors. 

 
6. What are the anticipated energy requirements to operate the project? How much energy is 

anticipated to be generated? 
• Energy required for delivery is approximately 125,000 kilowatts annually and $70 

million/year in operational costs. 
• Energy generated by the project is estimated at 70,000 kilowatts and a proposed 500,000 – 

1,000,000 kilowatts of proposed pumped storage (9 facilities). 
• The project will use natural gas powered pump stations. Both solar and wind opportunities 

will continue to be evaluated. 
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7. How will the project be financed? 
The project plans to follow a private finance initiative (PFI) model and a public-private build-out 
model, similar to E-470.  A request for proposals has been issued for a design/build/finance/operate 
construction consortium.   

 
8. What are the anticipated impacts to ratepayers? 

• Approximately $5 million has been invested in the project. No taxpayer dollars have been 
used. 

• The anticipated capital cost to ratepayers is $42 to $51 per 1,000 gallons, based on a $3 
billion project cost. 

• Delivery costs, exclusive of any hydropower off-set, are in line with current raw water 
delivery rates at approximately $.90 to $1.10 per thousand gallons. 

 
9. What technical, financial, and environmental analyses have been done to date? What analyses are 

anticipated in the future? 
• Over 6 years’ of due diligence documents from respected engineering, water policy, and legal 

consultants 
• Over 100 technical financial and environmental research documents 
• The Boyle Report (an initial feasibility assessment of the project that focused on water 

availability, water demands, preliminary layouts of infrastructure, general environmental 
considerations, and project scheduling) 

• Flaming Gorge EIS, environmental protection record of decision in February 2006 
• BOR water availability estimate 

 
10. Where is the project in the federal permitting process? Which federal agencies are involved and 

how? 
• The project initiated federal permitting with the US Army Corp of Engineers. Based on the 

Utah Lake Powell project, Wyco anticipates the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) will eventually accept the role of lead agency in the permitting process. 

• The preliminary FERC permit application was denied as premature. A re-hearing and 
clarification request has been submitted to FERC. 

 
11. How do the project proponents intend to address the issue of risk of Compact curtailment? 

Colorado law will determine which water rights will be curtailed in the event of a Compact call based 
on the priority system. The water right out of the Green River/ Flaming Gorge system should be 
treated in the same priority system and administered accordingly (December 2007). 

 
12. How will the project operate in the context of other vested water rights and uses in the Colorado 

Basin in Colorado?  In the case of a curtailment, will the project be junior or senior to other 
perfected uses? 

• Water put to beneficial use from this project is protected under the Upper Colorado River 
Compact. 

• In the case of curtailment, the project will be junior to other water rights filed prior to 
December 2007. 

 
13. What environmental/recreational concerns are you currently aware of and how do you plan to 

mitigate such concerns? 
Environmental, recreational, and socio-economic concerns have been identified from the public 
scoping performed by the Army Corp of Engineers and numerous meetings and discussions. 
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Moderate fluctuations in Flaming Gorge Reservoir may be a primary concern as the baseline and peak 
flows below Flaming Gorge have legal protections from a previous EIS process.  

 
14. How are you dealing with potential changes in flows/storage due to climate change – some of 

which has already been observed (melting glaciers as an example)? 
• The project was developed with changes in flow and storage and the need to alleviate risk in 

the Colorado River Basin. Studies show 17 out of 33 years, the Green River had above-
average flows when the Colorado River main-stem was below average. 

• Global warming models indicate that the more northerly Green River Basin will be wetter 
than average in the future compared to the Colorado River main-stem. 

 
Discussion 
 
How will Wyco address concerns regarding private funding of the project and the potential for a 
private entity to make money off a public resource? 
Water is a private right in the State of Colorado. A public resource would indicate public ownership. The 
project must be financially sound in order to be constructed. Agricultural and other water rights are 
bought and sold daily as a matter of course in Colorado and the western United States.  Historically, water 
was and has been developed by private entities, not government.  The project has worked to engage the 
public, the State, and the user base.  This is a private-public model which is no different than the historical 
water development efforts of the agricultural or mining industry. 
 
What water right(s) are you going to use and how?  How much water will be used under Wyoming 
allocation and how much from a contract?  
The project will have a water right based on a December 2007 filing. Project water rights will be 
administered under the Compact. The project must be administered within the priorities that have been 
established, junior to those rights that exist prior to December 2007 and always junior to the Wyoming 
water right system. The allocation of waters delivered to Wyoming and Colorado will be determined by 
the users in both states. 
 
It seems there is a gap between the proposed projects and their ability to meet various interests and 
demands.  How does this project plan to meet the full spectrum of state interests and demands? 

• This project will develop for municipal, agricultural, and environmental interests in both 
Wyoming and Colorado. 

• There are a variety of interests that are currently in the project scope; however, many stakeholders 
are waiting until the project advances through permitting before joining. 

 
BOR modeling sets the project’s water rights priority behind Wyoming demands.  What does this 
mean? 
The modeling looked at baseline and peak-flow requirements on the Green River from Flaming Gorge 
thru reach 2 below the Yampa River. The modeling reflects a reasonable project size after accounting for 
all environmental, recreational, and hydropower needs in the system, including full protection of 
Wyoming’s future depletions. The modeling is correct in assuming the project will always be junior to 
Wyoming users. Therefore, even after Wyoming develops its full compact allocation, there are surpluses 
above the legally protected flows that allow for this project to proceed.   
 
What is the structure of the project and how does it benefit the users? 

• The project will use a regional water authority or irrigation/municipal district structure to manage 
water right ownership and delivery. Water rights will be owned by the respective users. 

• The project will use a cost-plus model. 
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• Water will be sold to the users as part of the project structure very similar to irrigation ditch 
rights.  

 
Is it possible that both projects could be developed? 
No.  It is not feasible to develop two separate projects. There should be collaboration. A project should be 
developed that addresses all needs and interests.  There is an opportunity for the Committee to provide 
recommendations regarding how a project could collaborate to meet state needs. 
 
 
Committee Next Steps 
The Committee discussed what issues and topics should be addressed next in the process.  Notable 
suggestions include: 
 
• There is a desire to look at some of the information available from the Wyco Power and Water 

project, specifically the Boyle report. 
• It may be valuable to assess the scope of service and demand of the projects and how it relates to the 

gap (e.g., who is signing up for the water and whether there is double-counting between the projects). 
• There is a need to gain a better understanding of the work being conducted by the 

Yampa/White/Green BRT regarding junior water rights issues, Decision Support System modeling, 
and how a curtailment might be administered and addressed. 

• It would be valuable to continue to tie all efforts occurring throughout the state together: 
o Basin Roundtable efforts relating to the 1177 process and basin-specific initiatives  
o State water plan development and work with the Portfolio Analysis and Trade-Off Tool 
o Compact issues statewide 
o Needs assessments 
o Arkansas/Gunnison/Aspinall project 

• It may be helpful to develop a matrix that outlines all efforts and the interconnection/overlaps 
between issues and locations. 

• It would be valuable to have a white paper/ legal outline of all the Compact issues and where 
decisions regarding those issues could be made and what those decisions might be (Compact 
administration, administration between basins, basic legal facts, etc.). 

• There is a desire to hear the opinions of Wyoming and Utah agencies regarding the projects.  (Since 
Wyoming State representatives have declined to engage in this process, this information could be 
gained from a literature review of newspaper articles.) 

• There is concern regarding the general focus on moving water rather than a focus on the need for 
storage to create long-term security and benefits, specifically to address issues regarding agricultural 
dry-up. 

• It may be valuable to look into what the ideal amount of water is in order to preserve and maximize 
agricultural activity in the long term. (The Arkansas BRT is addressing this topic with Colorado State 
University.)  

• There is a desire to gain more specific information regarding the projects: 
o Who would have standing to object and demonstrate injury from a project? 
o What are the unintended consequences? 
o What does a public-private model as proposed by the Wyco project involve? What are the 

risks and what are the projection options? 
o How would the project influence growth scenarios? 
o What are the pros and cons of the projects as they relate to specific issues, such as meeting 

West Slope and East Slope demands, environmental impacts, recreational impacts, 
management of endangered fish, streamflows, hydrology, longevity (beyond 2050), etc.? 
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o What are the risks of Compact curtailment associated with how water is taken and provided? 
(This information could come from the State Engineer’s Office.) 

o What information or direction is contained in the Programmatic Biological Opinion (PBO) 
regarding the endangered fish on the Green River? 

o What is the status of the FERC permitting process, the BOR assessments, and federal 
hydrological data? 

• The Committee should address the issue of how the two projects could collaborate. 
• There seems to be a need for the Committee to begin to fill in information in the interest and issues 

document—to see which of the questions in the document can be answered already. 
 
Next Steps 
Materials for Review 

• Heather and Mikaela will: 
o Request that Wyco Power and Water share the Boyle Report with the Committee. 
o Work with Eric Hecox and Gary Barber to ensure presentations on the topics identified 

below. 
 

• Committee members will: 
o Ensure that their respective roundtables have had an opportunity to review and provide 

feedback on the preliminary list of interests and issues. 
 
Planning for the April 25 Committee Meeting 

• The Committee would like to learn more about the ability of a Flaming Gorge project to meet 
some identified portion of the statewide water supply gap.  Eric Hecox with prepare a summary 
of what is known about this, based on: 1) information provided to the IBCC about the timing, 
location, and size of the gap, and 2) each project proponent’s list of potential water recipients and 
their identified need.  This is all currently available information; no additional analysis will be 
done. 

• The Committee is interested in learning about the legal issues regarding how project proponents 
would acquire water from Flaming Gorge (i.e., through a contract with the Bureau of 
Reclamation, by acquiring a Colorado water right, by acquiring a Wyoming right). The 
Committee is particularly interested in how these different approaches might impact water rights 
in Colorado in the event of a Compact call and the priority of curtailment.  Eric Hecox will check 
in with others at the State to determine if someone is willing and available to give such a 
presentation at the next meeting.  

• The Committee would like to learn more about the role of several agencies in reviewing one or 
more Flaming Gorge projects.  Questions include the status and content data that has been or is 
expected to be provided to proponents about water availability and price by the Bureau of 
Reclamation (BoR), permitting processes and decisions (BoR and the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC)), and legal issues, benefits, and impacts to the Colorado River Storage 
Project (CRSP).  Heather, Eric Hecox, and Gary Barber will work together to identify and contact 
representatives to present or provide the Committee with the information requested. 

• Heather will draft an agenda based on responses from invited speakers and circulate it to the 
Committee for review as soon as it is available. 

 


